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This study develops a reconstructed typhoon disaster database over a longer

period 1980–2018 and at higher spatial resolution by using the county-level

resolution disaster records for the eight coastal provinces of China during the

shorter period 2004–2013. Typhoon precipitation and wind data over the

shorter period are matched to disaster data and a functional relationship is

derived between typhoon meteorological impact and typhoon disaster (direct

economic loss). This relationship is used to construct a disaster data set for a

longer period. The basic characteristics of the reconstructed database are

documented and analyzed. The above analyses show that, firstly, the

reconstructed disaster data are consistent with the recorded data due to the

highly significant correlation. Secondly, an appropriate reconstruction method

is developed, involving threemain phases: disaster data expansion for individual

stations, establishment of relationships between disaster and typhoon

precipitation and wind, and disaster database reconstruction. Thirdly, the

annual cumulative damage shows an insignificant downward trend over

time. Typhoon damage mainly occurred between July and September each

year. Landfalling typhoons that moved northwestward and then turned

northward always caused more severe damage in China. In general, the

reconstructed disaster database can provides a data basis to typhoon risk

and disaster mechanism researches.
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1 Introduction

Typhoons, which means tropical cyclones (TC) in this paper, may cause significant

damage to surrounding areas (Travis 2005; Pielke et al., 2008; Zahran et al., 2010). For

mainland China, typhoons annually affected about 36.7 million people and caused about

254 deaths and CNY 69.5 billion direct economic losses between 2005 and 2016 (Wang

et al., 2019). It is accepted internationally that typhoon disasters are generated by a

combination of natural and social factors (UN/ISDR 2004; Bjarnadottir et al., 2011) which
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are often expressed in the form of factors associated with typhoon

precipitation and winds (Chen et al., 2019), vulnerability (Cutter

et al., 2003; Burton 2010) and resilience (Liu et al., 2009;

Davlasheridze 2013). The coastal areas in China are easier

impacted by typhoons and suffer relatively heavier damage

(Xiao et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2021). The rapid economic

development and the more exposure of demographic and

wealth to typhoon hazards (Wu et al., 2014; Wang and Zhou,

2016) may increase the probability or severity of disasters in these

areas (Dinan 2017).

Studies of the mechanisms of disasters and analysis of

disaster risk require an appropriate typhoon disaster database.

The establishment of statistical models relies on reliable and

abundant typhoon disaster data (Lou et al., 2012; Kim et al.,

2016). In addition, the historical data form an important basis for

a typhoon pre-assessment model that depend on analysis of

historically similar typhoons (Zhang et al., 2012; Lai, 2020). The

completeness and accuracy of historical data have a major

influence on the accuracy of the assessment process for both

understanding and forecasting disaster cases (Downton et al.,

2005; Ye et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2022).

There are a number of both international and national

typhoon disaster databases. The Emergency Events Database

(EM-DAT1) of the Center for Research on the Epidemiology

of Disasters (CRED) includes typhoon disaster cases that fulfilled

specific standards from 1900 to the present. The damage is

recorded as a total in several first-level administrative regions.

After the 2014, the spatial resolution of some records could reach

up to the second administrative level of a country. The Spatial

Hazard Events and Losses Database for the United States

(SHELDUS) (Center for Emergency Management and

Homeland Security 2022), which had the county (an area

comparable to that of China’s third-level administrative

divisions) level resolution records, was updated monthly since

January 1960. Both databases have been recompiled2, and are

more suitable for application than the original data. In addition,

countries such as Canada and Japan, also have collected and

compiled their typhoon disaster databases3,4. These databases all

span more than 50 years and offer basic descriptions of where the

disasters occurred.

In China, the collected disaster data in previous studies often

focus on independent provinces (Lu 1995; Chen 2007; Shi et al.,

2008; Chen and Liu, 2011; Lin and Yang, 2019). The systematic

collection of typhoon disaster data for mainland China started in

1984 (Chen et al., 2013). The dataset was collected by the

Shanghai Typhoon Institute (STI) and the National Climate

Center (NCC) of the China Meteorological Administration

(CMA), supported by a national “85” project and a CMA

project to disseminate new technology. The data was recorded

at the provincial level. In a recent study, the county level typhoon

disaster data was mentioned (Lu, 2016). It was provided by the

NCC and contained disaster information on the 15 provinces in

China. Though this dataset was also relatively reliable, the study

period and the number of provinces mentioned in the previous

researches were always about 10 years and less than

15 respectively (Lu et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2021).

In general, typhoon disaster databases with both of the

characteristics of large-scale, long-term, high resolution, and widely

shareable have been established for some countries. For China, the

databases like those have not been mentioned in previous studies.

Meanwhile, as the difficulties in obtaining disaster data for disaster

assessments, it is required to reconstruct the database by utilizing the

limited databases. The research in this paper reconstructs such a

disaster database using historical data.

Currently, the period of the available, reliable and county-level

resolution disaster records for China’s coastal areas was from2004 to

2013.Over this period, the typhoon disaster impact (direct economic

loss) is fitted through canonical correlation analysis to the typhoon

wind and precipitation data (typhoon meteorological impact factor)

to establish a relationship between the two, for each station. Based on

this relationship, the typhoon wind and precipitation data are used

to derive a typhoon disaster data set (direct economic loss) over the

longer period 1980–2018. Section 2 introduces the research data and

methods, including basic data processing and the procedure for

reconstructing the typhoon disaster database. Section 3 documents

and evaluates the reconstructed disaster results. Section 4 analyses

the basic features of the database. Section 5 summarizes and

discusses the results.

2 Data and methodology

2.1 Data sources

(1) To achieve refinement and objectivity for disaster

assessment, we focused more on selecting dataset with

higher resolution. Due to the difficulty of data acquisition

and the time span of the county level records for each

province, only 2,346 reliable disaster records at the county

level for eight coastal provinces (Shandong, Jiangsu,

Shanghai, Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi, and

Hainan) from 2004 to 2013 were applied in this study.

Each disaster record is a non-zero damage record, which

includes the county name where the typhoon disaster

occurred and the name of the corresponding typhoon

case. In this paper, one damage factor, direct economic

loss (DEL), was chosen to describe the severity of the

disaster.

1 https://www.emdat.be/emdat_atlas/.

2 https://www.emdat.be/guidelines;https://sheldus.asu.edu/SHELDUS/.

3 The Canadian Disaster Database:https://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/
rsrcs/cndn-dsstr-dtbs/.

4 KITAMOTO Asanobu @National Institute of Informatics (NII): http://
agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/digital-typhoon/disaster/damage/.
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(2) The National Meteorological Information Center (NMIC) of

China Meteorological Administration (CMA) provided

observed daily precipitation for the 24-h commencing at

1200 UTC and maximum 2-min average wind speed at

10 m above the surface at 1-h interval for the

505 meteorological stations that match with the 505 county-

level regional areas (Figure 1) according to the name and

location of stations (i.e., one county simply corresponds to

only one meteorological station). Actually, daily maximum of

the wind speed data was used in this study. The missing values

of wind speed data reduced significantly after 1980 (Chen,

2021). In addition, the difficulty to obtain the wind speed data

and the complexity and time consumption of data processing

restricted the time period of the study to 1980–2018. All data

have been quality controlled (Ren et al., 2010, 2015).

(3) Historical typhoon best tracks comprised of TC position and

intensity at 6-h intervals since the 1960s (Ying et al., 2014)

were obtained from the Shanghai Typhoon Institute

of CMA.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Basic data processing
2.2.1.1 Adjustment for currency inflation

In order to make the values of damage comparable between

different years, the influence, such as inflation or commodity

price changes, need to be eliminated. The Consumer Price Index

(CPI) from the National Statistics Office was chosen to adjust the

damage data. This paper used 2013 as the base year.

P0 � P1 ×
CPI0
CPI1

, (1)

where, P1 is a value of the fixed commodity at the current year

price; P0 is a value of the fixed commodity at the base year price;

CPI1 is the consumer price index at the current year price; CPI0 is
the consumer price index at the base year price.

2.2.1.2 Meteorological data interpolation

The number of missing values of daily maximum 2-min

average wind speed and daily precipitation data from 1980 to

2018 accounts for 16.11 and 0.49% of the number of total samples

respectively, which may affect the utilization of the typhoon

disaster records. In order to keep as many records as possible, and

considering the continuous feature of meteorological data in time

variation and spatial distribution, the inverse distance weighting

(IDW)method, which can effectively solve the horizontal uneven

distribution of stations, was chosen to calculate the

meteorological values to replace missing values. The

calculation formula is as follows:

q �
∑nn

i�1
1

Diswi
p i( )[ ]

∑nn
i�1

1
Diswi

(2)

where, w represents the power (usually 2); nn represents the

number of neighbouring stations of a target station (here 10);Dis
represents the distances between the target station and its

neighbouring stations, p represents the meteorological values

of neighbouring stations before interpolation; q represents the

meteorological values of the target station obtained by

interpolation. If the meteorological values of the neighbouring

FIGURE 1
Distribution of the 8 coastal provinces in China and the 505 meteorological county-level stations.
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stations are all missing values, then the value of the target station

is set to −999.

2.2.1.3 Objective synoptic analysis technique (OSAT)

In this paper, we used the OSAT (Ren et al., 2007) and the

improved OSAT (Lu et al., 2016) for partitioning typhoon

precipitation and wind data, respectively. For example, for

typhoon precipitation, the OSAT simulates the manual

separation for typhoon precipitation done by forecasters

using synoptic analysis: First, the daily precipitation

distribution is split into scattered raining stations and some

independent rainbelts based on the structural characteristics.

Second, potential typhoon rainbelts are determined based on

the distance between the typhoon center and each

independent rainbelt. Third, for each scattered raining

station, its distance from the typhoon center or a potential

typhoon rainbelt determined whether its precipitation is

typhoon precipitation. Finally, the whole typhoon rainbelt

is the combination of stations with typhoon precipitation and

potential typhoon rainbelts with more than three stations.

There existed some unreasonable situations such as binary

typhoons. Therefore, just like Typhoon Danas in 2013, a typhoon

whose closest distance between the track and the mainland

coastline is greater than 450 km need to be removed. In this

study, the coastline is a fold line formed by connecting multiple

grid points nearest to the actual coastline in a 0.5° × 0.5°latitude/

longitude grid (Ren et al., 2008).

Finally, accumulative precipitation, maximum daily

precipitation, and maximum 2-min average wind speed for

500 typhoons from 1980 to 2018 were achieved.

2.2.1.4 Matching meteorological data to typhoon

disaster records

To facilitate the exploration of the relationship between

disaster and typhoon impact factors, only cases affected by

typhoon precipitation and wind at the same time are

considered. To remove records with damage but without

typhoon precipitation and wind, it is necessary to match

meteorological data to typhoon disaster records from

2004 to 2013.

Matching was according to the location of the disasters and

the name of each typhoon case. The 417 records at the county

level that did not correspond to a suitable meteorological station

or matched missing or zero meteorological values were

discarded. Finally, the 1929 disaster records at the county

level remained, which mentioned the 364 counties (from the

above-mentioned 505 counties) and the 72 typhoon cases.

2.2.2 Historical disaster database reconstruction
Reconstruction was conducted station-by-station in the

study area, and the reconstructed disaster datasets for these

stations are aggregated to obtain the whole disaster database.

Figure 2 shows the specific procedure for reconstruction, which

consists of three main phases: disaster data expansion over

2004–2013 for individual station, the establishment of

relationships between disaster and typhoon precipitation and

wind, and the use of these derived relationships for disaster

database reconstruction over the longer period 1980–2018.

2.2.2.1 Disaster data expansion for individual station

The first phase (top left-hand box of Figure 2) is to expand

the disaster data by extrapolating from the disaster data of nearby

stations. This is conducted in two steps

Step 1. Definition of neighbouring stations

Initially, a neighbouring station distance parameter D is

proposed. For one target station, the other stations in the

study area within a radius of D around it are defined as

neighbouring stations. Once the value of D is determined, the

next step is taken.

Step 2. Disaster data expansion

The expanded dataset of individual station can be achieved

by aggregating the records of this station and all its neighbouring

stations from 2004 to 2013 for establishing the relationships

between disaster and typhoon precipitation and wind. Here, each

record of the dataset contains the station-based damage and the

corresponding precipitation and wind.

2.2.2.2 Establishment of relationships between disaster

and typhoon precipitation and wind

Step 1. Standardization of disaster and typhoon precipitation

and wind

To eliminate the unit and magnitude differences between the

variables in the individual station expansion dataset, each

variable is standardized using the Z-score method. The

calculation method,

Zij � xij − μi( )
σ i

,

i � 1, 2, 3, 4; j � 1, 2, 3, ..., n( ).
(3)

where, xij and Zij represent a value of one variable before and

after normalization; μi and σ i are the mean and variance of the

variable; n indicates the sample size of any one variable. i takes 1,
2, 3, and 4 to indicate damage (unit: CNY 10 thousand),

accumulative precipitation (unit: mm), maximum daily

precipitation (unit: mm), and maximum 2-min average wind

speed (unit: m/s), respectively.

Step 2. Creation of the comprehensive typhoon impact factor

The canonical correlation analysis (CCA) method, which

first proposed by Hotelling (1935), has the advantage of

studying for associations between two random vectors. This

study uses this method to analyze the relationship between

disaster and typhoon precipitation and wind. A comprehensive
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typhoon impact factor with the greatest correlation to disaster is

then gained through the CCA. The calculation method is as

follows:

yj � aZ2j + bZ3j + cZ4j, (4)

where, yj is a value of the comprehensive typhoon impact factor.

a, b, and c are the standardized canonical variable coefficients, i.e.
weights. Z in Eq. 4 is consistent with Z in Eq. 3.

Step 3. Establishing relationships between disaster and the

impact factor

Considering that the quadratic polynomial model is more

suitable for describing the variation of damage with the values of

the comprehensive impact factor increasing in this study, the

relationship has been chosen for each station.

Lj � uyj
2 + vyj + w. (5)

Lj is a standardized damage value. yj is a value of the

comprehensive impact factor according to the individual

station expanded dataset. u, v, and w are coefficients, which

are obtained from the function fitting.

2.2.2.3 Disaster database reconstruction

Step 1. Disaster data reconstruction for individual station

Based on thefixed values of the parameters (μi, σ i, a, b, c, u, v, w)
obtained by using the individual station expanded dataset from

2004 to 2013, we introduce typhoon precipitation and wind data

from 1980 to 2018 to obtain corresponding typhoon damage for the

station over the longer period. “n,” replaces the “n” which represents

the sample size of an impact factor sequence in the longer period. Eq.

3 is used to realize the standardization of each of the typhoon impact

factors during 1980–2018. Eq. 4 to obtain the corresponding

comprehensive impact factor sequence. Eq. 5 to further calculate

the standardized damage. Finally, Eq. 6 is used to yield the non-

standardized damage for the station from 1980 to 2018.

Damagej � Ljσ1 + μ1, (6)

where, Damagej is an unstandardized damage of a station in

1980–2018. For the reconstructed damage that are zero or

negative, all are treated as no damage and are set to zero.

Step 2. Establishment of the reconstructed disaster database

The aggregation of reconstructed disaster datasets from

1980 to 2018 of all stations constitutes the reconstructed

typhoon disaster database.

3 Reconstruction results and
assessment

3.1 Preliminary results and error
correction

In the first phase (top left-hand box in Figure 2), the

parameter D defines the threshold distance for neighbouring

stations. Reconstruction experiments were carried out with D
taken at 50 km intervals in the range of 150–500 km.

FIGURE 2
Reconstruction flowchart of the typhoon disaster database.
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Table 1 gives the correlation coefficients between the

1929 individual station-based recorded damage and their

corresponding reconstructed damage when the parameter D is

taken to different values. All correlation coefficients passed the

0.01 significance tests. When D is 250 km or shorter, the sample

size is too short to fit a proper quadratic function and the

corresponding correlation coefficient cannot be calculated. The

results in Table 1 show that the correlation coefficient decreases as

D increases, dropping from 0.52 forD equals 300 km to 0.46 when

D is 500 km. Therefore, D taken as 300 km is considered the

optimal parameter scheme for the reconstruction.

For the 72 typhoon disaster cases recorded in the period

2004 to 2013, the differences between the reconstructed and

recorded damage based on individual station and a typhoon case

(corresponding to the damage distribution and the total damage

of each typhoon disaster case, respectively) were analyzed,

respectively. It is essential to point out that the disaster

records only include non-zero damage. To simplify the

analysis of the errors, for a typhoon case, the damage of a

non-recorded individual station was set to zero.

The mean error between reconstructed and recorded damage

for individual station is calculated as follows:

Meansta � ∑Num1
i�1 Rsta i( ) − Losssta i( )( )

Num1
, (7)

where, Rsta(i) and Losssta(i) are the reconstructed and recorded

individual station-based damage, respectively. Num1 refers to the

amount of typhoon disaster cases recorded between 2004 and 2013,

which is 72 here.Meansta is the corresponding average error between
the reconstructed and recorded damage for individual station.

The mean error between reconstructed and recorded damage

for each station is given in Figure 3. In general, reconstructed

damage is greater than recorded damage with mean errors

mainly being CNY 0.50 billion or less. In central and western

Hainan, the Pearl River Delta, and northern and southern of

coastal Zhejiang, mean errors are more than CNY 0.50 billion.

Meanwhile, in southwestern Guangxi, southern of the boundary

between Guangdong and Guangxi, and the boundary between

Fujian and Zhejiang, mean errors are generally between zero to

CNY -0.25 billion.

The records during 2004–2013 provide important

information on the actual severity and scope of the disaster,

so it is require to correct the individual station-based

reconstructed damage from 1980 to 2018. The correction for

each station was done by using each reconstructed damage in

1980–2018 minus the mean error of this station (given in

Figure 3). The negative values of damage have been reset to zero.

Based on the above correction, the corresponding

reconstructed typhoon case-based damage is further given in

Figure 4. The reconstructed damage is generally larger than the

corresponding recorded damage from 2004 to 2013. The average

difference between the two variables is calculated using the

following equation:

MeanTC � ∑Num1
i�1 RTC i( ) − LossTC i( )( )

Num1
, (8)

where, MeanTC is the mean error between reconstructed and

recorded damage of the 72 typhoon cases.RTC(i) and LossTC(i) are
reconstructed (the sum of the 505 corrected individual station-

based damage of a typhoon case) and recorded damage based on a

typhoon case, respectively. Num1 refers to the amount of typhoon

disaster cases recorded between 2004 and 2013, which is 72 here.

TABLE 1 Correlation coefficients between reconstructed and recorded damage based on individual station with D taking a certain value, where D is a
threshold for defining neighbouring stations.

D (unit: km) 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Correlation coefficient Unable to fit 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.47 0.46

FIGURE 3
Spatial distribution of the mean error between reconstructed
and recorded damage (unit: CNY 0.1 billion).
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The mean error between reconstructed and recorded damage

of the 72 typhoon cases can still reach CNY 6.18 billion, so it is

essential to further correct the reconstructed typhoon case-based

damage from 1980 to 2018. We can see from Figure 4, if we used

the reconstructed damage of each typhoon case in

1980–2018 minus the typhoon case-based mean error, the

reconstructed damage of some of the 72 typhoon cases would

be negative (some gray points were below the green line in

Figure 4). So for any one of the 72 typhoon cases in 2004–2013,

once the corrected reconstructed damage of it was negative, the

correct value would be adjusted for all typhoon cases from

1980 to 2018. The adjusted correct value is calculated as follows:

C � RTCmin − LossRTCmin, (9)

where, RTCmin is the minimum of RTC (mentioned in Eq. 8).

LossRTCmin is the recorded damage corresponding to RTCmin. C is

the adjusted correct value.

The correct value was adjusted to CNY 1.21 billion. The

correction was achieved by using reconstructed damage of each

typhoon case in 1980–2018 minus the adjusted correct value. The

reconstructed data of typhoons with zero or negative reconstructed

damage after the correction from 1980 to 2018 were removed. In the

end, the disaster information of 442 typhoons was left.

3.2 Assessment of corrected results

The correlation coefficients between the reconstructed and

recorded damage based on individual station (the number of the

values is 1929) and a typhoon case (the number of the values is

72) are 0.55 and 0.65 respectively, both satisfying the

0.01 significance tests. It indicated that the reconstructed

database after correction became more reasonable and accurate.

For disaster records from 2004 to 2013 (Table 2), significant

differences are found (the larger value is about 10 times as large as

the smaller value between two adjacent thresholds) between the

individual station-based damage corresponding to the 10th, 30th,

70th, and 97th percentiles. According to the above percentile

selections, thresholds 1, 2, 3, and 4 which represent the severity of

the damage from low to high were obtained. According to these

thresholds, non-zero individual station-based damage of the

reconstructed disaster databases from 2004 to 2013 and

1980 to 2018 was divided into five intervals. The thresholds of

the reconstructed databases in the two time periods were

generally consistent. Compared to the 10-year disaster

records, the reconstructed individual station-based damage is

mostly in the range CNY (10.40–96.69) million. Thresholds 1 of

reconstructed databases in different periods are all larger, which

indicates that the frequency of the reconstructed damage less

than or equal to CNY 1.48 million is lower. Thresholds 2 of the

reconstructed database are all close to that of the records,

meaning that the frequency of the reconstructed damage in

the range of less than or equal to CNY 10.40 million is almost

the same. Thresholds 3 and 4 are both smaller, indicating that the

frequencies of the reconstructed damage in the ranges greater

than CNY 96.69 million and CNY 1055.26 million are all lower.

There are still relatively significant differences between

recorded typhoon case-based damage corresponding to the

10th, 30th, 70th, and 97th percentiles (Table 3). Therefore, the

same percentiles are chosen to obtain the damage category

FIGURE 4
Recorded damage of typhoon cases was indicated by black points which were connected by a black line. The reconstructed damage of
typhoon cases was shown by gray points and these points were connected with a gray line (unit: CNY 0.1 billion). The green line indicates the level of
mean error between reconstructed damage and recorded damage of the 72 typhoon cases. It should be noted that the reconstructed damage based
on individual station has been corrected here.
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thresholds for typhoon case-based reconstructed damage during

2004–2013 and 1980–2018. The thresholds obtained from the

reconstructed databases for the two time periods are also

relatively consistent (Table 3). Compared to recorded damage,

the corresponding reconstructed damage is mainly in the range of

CNY (0.39–4.28) billion. For different periods of the reconstructed

databases, thresholds 1 and thresholds 2 are all larger, showing that

the frequencies of the reconstructed damage in the ranges less than

or equal to CNY 0.02 billion and CNY 0.39 billion are all lower and

the bias are more obvious in the less than or equal to CNY

0.02 billion. Thresholds 3 and 4 of the reconstructed database are

larger, but, are close to that of the records, suggesting that the

frequencies of the reconstructed damage in the range greater than

CNY 4.28 billion and CNY 19.28 billion are slightly more.

To realize integration between the reconstructed disaster

database from 1980 to 2018 and the disaster records from

2004 to 2013, the 1929 individual station-based recorded

damage was substituted for the corresponding reconstructed

damage. Further typhoon case-based error corrections were

conducted according to Eq. 9 and the correct value was CNY

1.20 billion. In addition, the damage frequency distribution of the

integrated database is consistent with that of the reconstructed

database during 1980–2018 (Tables 2, 3).

According to the damage corresponding to the 10th, 30th,

70th, and 97th percentiles in the reconstructed disaster database

from 1980 to 2018, individual station-based damage and typhoon

case-based damage were all divided into five categories and

named in order of severity as extremely severe, severe, large,

medium, and mild damage (Table 4).

We analyzed the characteristics of recorded and

reconstructed disaster data from 2004 to 2013. The annual

cumulative damage variation of the 1929 reconstructed

disaster data is highly consistent with that of the

1929 recorded disaster data (Figure 5A). The correlation

coefficient between them was 0.96, which passed the

0.01 significance test. The spatial distribution of the

reconstructed damage is always wider than that of the

recorded damage for a typhoon case (Figure 5B), and the

number of typhoon cases considered for reconstruction is also

larger than 72 (Figure 5C). These cause the annual cumulative

damage of the whole reconstructed disaster data of the

72 typhoons and of the whole disaster data of all

reconstructed typhoon cases with non-zero damage during

2004–2013 are all more severe than that of the records

(Figure 5A). In addition, the annual cumulative number of

stations with damage greater than zero of the 72 typhoon

cases and of all reconstructed typhoon cases with non-zero

damage during 2004–2013 show upward trends (Figure 5B).

The annual cumulative frequency of the 72 typhoons and of all

reconstructed typhoon cases with non-zero damage during

2004–2013 also show upward trends (Figure 5C). As a result,

the reconstructed annual cumulative damage of the 72 typhoon

TABLE 2 Individual station-based damage category thresholds (unit: CNY 1 million). The thresholds 1, 2, 3, and 4 from small to large divide damage (greater
than zero) into five intervals. For example, threshold 1 means the individual station-based damage in the lowest damage interval is less than or equal to it or
the individual station-based damage in the second lowest damage interval is greater than it.

Databases Individual station-based damage category thresholds

1 2 3 4

10 years records 1.48 10.40 96.69 1,055.26

10 years reconstructed database 4.69 14.03 46.42 254.75

39 years reconstructed database 4.66 14.10 47.25 254.94

39 years integrated database 4.44 13.81 46.37 254.23

TABLE 3 Typhoon case-based damage category thresholds (unit: CNY 0.1 billion). The thresholds 1, 2, 3, and 4 from small to large divide damage (greater than
zero) into five intervals. For example, thresholds 1 mean the typhoon case-based damage in the lowest damage interval is less or equal to it or the typhoon
case-based damage in the second lowest damage interval is greater than it.

Databases Typhoon case-based damage category thresholds

1 2 3 4

10 years records 0.21 3.92 42.81 192.83

10 years reconstructed database 7.62 20.1 83.08 214.55

39 years reconstructed database 7.42 24.89 85.29 206.51

39 years integrated database 7.55 24.61 86.89 226.87
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cases and of all reconstructed typhoon cases with non-zero

damage during 2004–2013 all show upward trends over time

(Figure 5A).

Different categories of reconstructed damage with no

corresponding recorded damage based on individual station

and a typhoon case were further analyzed from 2004 to 2013.

In total, there are 15,182 additional individual station-based

damage and 41 additional typhoon case-based damage during

this period. For the individual station-based damage, the

frequencies of the mild, medium, large, severe, and extremely

severe damage are 1,752, 1,618, 8,245, 3,330, and 237,

respectively. Among them, the frequency of large damage is

the highest at 54.31% and the frequency of extremely severe

damage is the lowest at 1.56%. The frequencies of the mild,

medium, large, severe, and extremely severe damage based on a

typhoon case are 8, 20, 10, 3, and 0 respectively. The largest

proportion is for medium damage typhoons, at 48.78% and the

smallest proportion is for extremely severe damage typhoons,

at 0.00%.

Figure 6A is the average annual frequency distribution of

the disaster records from 2004 to 2013. The southern of the

boundary of Guangdong and Guangxi and the eastern of the

boundary of Fujian and Zhejiang are the areas where disasters

occur most frequently and the frequency decreases from these

regions to the surrounding areas. The average annual

frequency correlation coefficients between the reconstructed

databases for different periods (2004–2013; 1980–2018) and

records during 2004–2013 are 0.45 and 0.43 respectively, both

passing the 0.01 test of significance. The results also indicate

that the major frequency distribution characteristics of the

records can be reflected in the reconstructed databases.

However, there are differences between them: generally, the

disaster average annual frequencies obtained from the

reconstructed databases during different periods are all

greater than that from the records and the distribution is

broader. The reconstructed disaster frequencies are all

significantly higher than those recorded in north-central

Guangzhou and southern Fujian (Figures 6B, C).

It should be noted that the statistical results for the

reconstructed disaster databases during the two time periods

are similar, particularly in spatial distributions. Due to the large

threshold spans in graphs, the relatively small differences can not

be reflected. Also, it does not mean that the reconstructed

databases during other periods certainly have analogous

distribution characteristics.

As for the spatial distribution of recorded average annual

accumulative damage, the overall trend during

2004–2013 decreases from coastal to inland areas (Figure 7A).

While for some inland areas, the damage can also be more severe,

such as in north-central Guangdong and north-western Zhejiang.

The correlation coefficients in average annual accumulative

damage between the reconstructed disaster databases for

different periods (2004–2013; 1980–2018) and records during

2004–2013 were 0.71 and 0.63 respectively, both passing the

0.01 significance test. The results indicated that the reconstructed

databases reflect the main damage distribution characteristics of

the records. However, the gradient of reconstructed damage

between different categories is less obvious. More areas

experienced typhoon disasters (Figures 7B, C).

4 Basic characteristics of the
reconstructed disaster database
between 1980 and 2018

The basic characteristics of the established disaster database

which contains 442 typhoon disaster cases from 1980 to

2018 were analyzed.

The time series of annual cumulative damage is given in

Figure 8 and showed an insignificant and slight downward trend

from 1980 to 2018. The annual cumulative damage presented a

significant correlation with the annual cumulative frequency of

typhoon disaster cases of the reconstructed disaster database and

the correlation coefficient between them was 0.71. The mean

annual cumulative damage was about CNY 76.13 billion.

Meanwhile, the damage was the highest in 1985 at

approximately CNY 159.90 billion and the lowest in 1998 at

about CNY 21.10 billion.

In addition, the results of analyzing seasonal characteristics

of disasters that indicate typhoon disasters mainly occur between

April and December each year and are more severe between July

and September during July to September.

Table 5 presents the characteristics of typhoons in different

damage categories. It shows that the heavier the damage, the

greater the percentage of landfalling typhoons. The percentage of

landfalling typhoons with extremely severe damage was 100.00%,

TABLE 4 Damage category standards according to reconstructed individual station-based and typhoon case-based damage from 1980–2018, respectively
(unit: CNY 0.1 billion).

Damage types Damage categories

Mild Medium Large Severe Extremely severe

Individual station-based (0, 0.05] (0.05, 0.10] (0.10, 0.50] (0.50, 2.55] (2.55,–)

Typhoon case-based (0, 7.42] (7.42, 24.89] (24.89, 85.29] (85.29, 206.51] (206.51, –)
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FIGURE 5
Statistics for the variations of the recorded and reconstructed disaster data from 2004–2013. (A) Annual cumulative damage (CNY 0.1 billion);
(B) Annual cumulative number of stations with damage greater than zero; (C) Annual cumulative frequency of typhoons that caused damage. The
reconstructed disaster data contains three types: 1) the 1929 reconstructed disaster data corresponding to the 1929 records; 2) the whole
reconstructed disaster data of the 72 typhoonsmentioned in the records; 3) Thewhole reconstructed disaster data of all reconstructed typhoon
cases with non-zero damage during 2004–2013.
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while only 40.91% of typhoons with mild damage made landfall.

Besides that, the percentages of landfalling typhoons with severe,

large, and medium damage are 89.17%, 80.68%, and 49.44%,

respectively. The average maximum intensity during the period

impacted by typhoon precipitation and wind also increases with

the damage severity. For example, the average maximum

intensity of extremely severe damage typhoons can reach

43.69 m/s, while that of the mild damage typhoons is only

25.75 m/s. Apart from this, the intensities of typhoons with

severe, medium, and mild damage are 41.03 m/s, 33.68 m/s,

and 28.10 m/s, respectively. In addition, the longer the period

of typhoon precipitation and wind effect, the more severe the

damage.

Figure 9 gives the tracks of sideswiping and landfalling

typhoons with different damage categories. Besides the

characteristics that are consistent with those described in

Table 5 and Figure 9 illustrates additional features. Among

the thirteen extremely severe damage-landfalling typhoons,

twelve moved northwest before turning and moving

northward and making landfall in the eastern China, while

the remaining one moved west and made landfall in the

southern China (Figure 9I). Twelve of the thirteen sidewiping

FIGURE 6
Spatial distribution of typhoon disaster average annual frequency. (A) Records from 2004 to 2013; (B) Reconstructed database from 2004 to
2013; (C) Reconstructed database from 1980 to 2018.

TABLE 5 Characteristics of typhoons with different damage categories from 1980 to 2018.

Factors Damage categories

Mild Medium Large Severe Extremely severe

Percentage of Landfallings (%) 40.91 49.44 80.68 89.17 100.00

Average maximum intensity of the impact periods (m/s) 25.75 28.10 33.68 41.03 43.69

Average impact days (days) 2.77 3.27 4.35 4.76 5.31
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FIGURE 7
Spatial distribution of average annual accumulative damage (unit: CNY 0.1 billion). (A) Records from 2004 to 2013; (B) Reconstructed database
from 2004 to 2013; (C) Reconstructed database from 1980 to 2018.

FIGURE 8
Time series of annual cumulative damage from 1980 to 2018 (unit: CNY 0.1 billion).
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FIGURE 9
Tracks of sideswiping (A,C,E,G) and landfalling (B,D,F,H,I) typhoons with different damage categories (landfalling typhoons are based on Feng
et al. (2020)). Mild damage (A,B); Medium damage (C,D); Large damage (E,F); Severe damage (G,H); Extremely severe damage (I).
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typhoons with severe damage moved northwest to approach the

eastern China, then turned and moved northward to affect the

Bohai coastal areas, while only one moved westward to the

southern China (Figure 9G). The eighteen mild damage-

landfalling typhoons all moved westwards, made landfall in or

around the southern China (Figure 9B), and had short tracks on

land. Tracks of landfalling typhoons with medium damage a

similar to that of landfalling typhoons with mild damage, and

they spent more time on land (Figure 9D). The tracks of

sidewiping typhoons with large damage are mainly close to

the eastern China before turning northward, and the

proportion of this track type decreases significantly (Figure 9E).

In addition, among the extremely severe typhoons from

1980 to 2018, the maximum reconstructed damage was CNY

41.20 billion, caused by Typhoon Winnie (1997), while Typhoon

Khanun (2005) caused minimum damage, which was CNY

20.73 billion. Similar statistics have been done by using

provincial-level disaster data (Lu et al., 2021), where Typhoon

Fitow (2013),Winnie (1997), andHaikui (2012) were mentioned.

Chen et al. (2019) established three potential risk indexes for

landfalling tropical cyclones, including IPT, IWT, and IPWT.

The study presented the 10 tropical cyclones with the most

potential risk under each index, including Typhoon Winnie

(1997), Matsa (2005), Andy (1982), Abe (1990), and Polly (1992).

Moreover, Ren et al. (2011) summarized typical typhoon

disaster cases since the 1980s. Nine of these typhoons (81.82%)

are mentioned in the reconstructed disaster database and reached

severe damage category or above in this study.

The reconstructed damage of typhoon cases sometimes is

less than those in previous studies due to the smaller study

region in this paper. For the Typhoon Herb in 1996, the

accumulative precipitation during 3 days in Hubei, Henan,

and Shanxi was over 500 mm (Li et al., 2001; Sun et al.,

2006) and caused more than CNY 60 billion damage in

inland areas. However, the damage of it in this study is

about CNY 17.34 billion. Another example was Typhoon

Bilis in 2006, which also caused heavy rainfall in Jiangxi and

Hunan and over CNY 30 billion damage in mainland China.

However, the reconstructed damage in this study is about CNY

20.65 billion.

5 Summary and discussion

The available county-level resolution typhoon disaster

records for eight coastal provinces of China can be

obtained only from 2004 to 2013. To provide a better data

basis for typhoon disaster assessment work, this study

reconstruct a longer period typhoon disaster database by

using the limited records and typhoon precipitation and

wind data from 1980 to 2018. The main results and

conclusions are as follows:

(1) The primary result of the paper is the production of the

reconstructed database that can be made available to

typhoon risk and disaster mechanism researchers.

(2) The second result is the development of the methodology for

reconstruction involving three main phases: disaster data

expansion for individual station, establishment of

relationships between disaster and typhoon precipitation

and wind, and disaster database reconstruction. When the

neighbouring station distance parameter D is set at 300 km,

this is considered the optimal scheme to conduct

reconstruction.

(3) The correlation coefficients between the reconstructed and

recorded damage based on individual station and a typhoon

case are 0.55 and 0.65 respectively, both significant at the

0.01 level. The spatial distributions of the average annual

accumulative damage and of the average annual frequency of

typhoon disaster cases in the reconstructed database are all

significantly correlated with that in the records. The

individual station-based and typhoon case-based damage

were all classified into five categories: mild, medium,

large, severe, and extremely severe.

(4) The primary features of the reconstructed typhoon disaster

database are as follows. The annual cumulative damage

presented a significant correlation with the annual

frequency of typhoons that caused damage in this study,

and it showed an insignificant and slight downward trend.

Typhoon damage mainly occurred between July and

September each year. For typhoons with different damage

categories, the more severe damage, the higher the

proportion of landfalling typhoons. All typhoons with

extremely severe damage are landfalling typhoons.

Additionally, the more severe the damage, the stronger

the average maximum intensity during the typhoon

impact period and the longer the impact time. Typhoons

that moved northwestward before turning northward and

making landfall in the eastern China are more likely to cause

more severe damage than those that moved westward and

made landfall in the southern China.

The above results show that the reconstructed disaster

database is meaningful and will be useful to researchers on

disaster risk and the forecasting of typhoon disasters.

In this study, the reconstruction was conducted based on

the relationship between disaster and typhoon precipitation

and wind. The results could be improved if other factors such

as vulnerability and exposure be taken into consideration.

However, no suitable resolution exposure and vulnerability

data is available for this study. In the future, there is plenty of

room including developing refine exposure and vulnerability

data for improving the reconstruction results. In addition,

only 8 coastal provinces in China are considered due to the

limited available disaster data. For other regions of China,
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the assessment of typhoon disasters still faces great

challenges.

Meanwhile, only one factor of damage, DEL, was chosen to

represent the severity of the disasters caused by typhoons. In the

future, the database will be further enriched by introducing more

variables, such as the affected crop areas and the affected

population.
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